TWITTER COMPETITION: TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. The promotion is open to residents of the Earth, excluding employees of Nook London
Ltd and their immediate families.
2. Entrants must be 18 years old or over at the time of the competition opening.
3. The promotion begins on 24th April 2017 and closes at 23:59 on the 7th May 2017.
4. To enter you must use one of our Social Media channels:
•

ON TWITTER: Follow Nook London on Twitter (unless you already follow us),
Retweet our contest post and make sure that the hashtag “#TurntheBulbsON” is
added.
“Follow + RT + #TurntheBulbsON”

•

ON FACEBOOK: Follow Nook London on Facebook (unless you already follow us),
Share our Competition Post and make sure that you have included the hashtag
“#TurntheBulbsON”
“Follow + Share +#TurntheBulbsON”

•

ON INSTAGRAM: Follow Nook London Instagram (unless you already follow us),
Regram or Repost our Competition Picture and add the hashtag “#TurntheBulbsON”
“Follow + Regram or Repost +#TurntheBulbsON”

5. No purchase is necessary to participate.
6. The prize is a Pack of 3 NOSTALGIA LIGHTS LARGE EDISON SPIRAL. SILVER CAP
BULBS. It will be a winner per Social Media channel (Twitter, Facebook and Instagram)
More info about the product: http://nooklondon.com/shop/nostalgia-lights-large-edions-spiral-

silver-cap/
7. The prize winners will be randomly selected on the 4th May 2017 by Nook London from
all the retweets, shares and Reposts
8. There will be one winner per social media channel. It means there will be 3 winners.
9. The prize winners will be notified within seven (7) days of the draw, by private message
from @Nooklondon in Twitter and the winner twitter usernames will be posted on the
@nooklondon account.
10. If the promoter is unable to contact the prize winner within 30 days, the prize will be
nullified and a new prize winner will then be randomly selected from remaining entries.
11. By entering this promotion all participants will be deemed to have accepted these terms
and conditions, and will be bound by them. All entry instructions form part of these terms
and conditions.
12. Losing entries will not receive any notification.
13. In the event of unforeseen circumstances the Promoter reserves the right to provide

alternative prizes of equal or greater value.
14. In all cases the promoter's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.
15. The prize winner may be required to take part in related publicity and such
participation is a condition of accepting a prize.
16. Prizes are non-negotiable, non-transferable and non-refundable. No cash
alternative is available. Where a prize becomes unavailable for any reason, the promoter
reserves the right to substitute that prize for a prize of equal or higher value.
17. In the event of unforeseen circumstances beyond the promoters reasonable control, the
promoter reserves the right to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the prize draw
competition or these terms and conditions, either in whole or in part, with or without
notice.
18. Nook London accepts no liability or responsibility for entries lost, delayed or
undelivered, nor any liability for technical errors or communication failures in networks
and/or internet access.
19. This promotion and these terms and conditions of entry are governed by English Law
and the courts of England and Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any dispute
arising out of or in connection with this promotion.
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